Weather types identification at M'Bour (Senegal) and implication on the relationhips between
PM10 concentrations and aerosols optical thickness (AOT)
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Introduction: The aim of this study is to identify

Ø Topological map of the five weather types

weather types at M'Bour (Senegal) through a
statistical approach and compute the relationships
between PM10 concentrations and AOT (Aerosol
Optical Thickness) for the different weather types.
The identification of weather types is based on a
classification into topological maps applied to
vertical profiles of meteorological variables (U, V,
W, T, Specific Humidity) from the ECMWF.

Ø Data
In-situ data : Mbour station (Senegal)
- Sahelian Dust Transect (AMMA program) :
PM10, air temperature, wind speed and direction,
pressure, and relative humidity.
- AOT measurements AERONET/ PHOTONS
network
Large scale data :
- Meteorological simulation from ECMWF
(vertical profiles): temperature, zonal and
meridional wind, vertical velocity, specific
humidity.
- 9 pressure level of profiles for each profile (1000
hpa, 925 hpa, 850 hpa, 700 hpa , 500 hpa, 400
hpa, 300 hpa , 250 hpa, 200 hpa ), every 3h (0h 3h
6h 9h 12h 15h 18 et 21h) 2006-2010.
- over 17 grid points (Figure 1).

Figure 3 : The SOM-HAC classification of the five
weather types

Ø Relationships between PM10 and AOT
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Table 1: correlations between PM10 and AOT within each weather type
Type 1	


Type 2	


Type 3	


Type 4	


Type 5	


Learning sample	


330	


207	


830	


252	


293	


All
types
1912	


correlations	


0.63	


0.74	


0.60	


0.61	


0.74	


0.49	


Test sample	


122	


70	


265	


84	


96	


637	


correlations	


0.52	


0.80	


0.52	


0.53	


0.71	


0.41	


Figure 4: Number of observations per month for
each of the five weather types

Table 2: Correlations between measured PM10 and estimated PM10 with
Kohonen maps for each weather type

Figure 5 : Distribution of wind direction and speed
for each of the five weather types

Figure 1 :In red the 17 grid points of the ECMWF
data.

Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) have been used to build the classification
into weather types for the M’Bour station. A learning data base of 9727
lines and 769 columns have been established.
The 9727 observations have been gathered into 100 groups of similar
meteorological situations, and then gathered into five classes using
Hierarchical Ascendant Classification (HAC). Figure 3 shows the five
weather types classification topological map.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the weather types observations
numbers within the different months from October to May. Figure 5
shows the wind direction and speed distribution for each of the five
weather types. Figure 6 shows the mean PM10 and AOT440 values.
The weather types 1,4,5 are characterized by dominant north-easterly
winds during months of November to February.
The weather types 2 and 3 are characterized by dominant westerly winds
during months from March to May and October.

•

•

Table 1 shows the correlations between PM10 and AOT of the learning
and test bases for each weather type. Using this classification improves
the correlations for types 3 and 5.

§

In order to improve the relationship AOT-PM10, an estimation of the
PM10 has been carried out by applying a Kohonen map on M’Bour
meteorological surface data and AOT measurements, associated to
each weather type .Table 2 shows the resultant correlation between
measured and estimated PM10. This leads to an improvement
compared to results in Tab.1 for every weather type on learning as well
as test samples. Figure 7 shows the resulting scatter plot for the whole
sample with a global correlation of 0.6317.

surface measurements of PM10 and AOT by using neural networks. Five
meteorological weather types have been identified that are characterized by
specific seasonality and specific wind direction distribution. A two-step
neural network process using the weather type classification enables to
improve the estimation of PM10 from AOT data.

Ø Topological maps
Classification based on neural networks
Data analysis techniques non linear and
multidimensional
To identify homogeneous groups with the
highest inter-groups variance and the
lowest intra-group variance
Visualisation tools

§

Conclusion : This preliminary study has addressed the links between

Figure 2 : Scatter plot between PM10 and AOT 440
micron from data bases without using weather types
classification.

•
•

Figure 7: Scatter plot between measured and estimated PM10
after using the weather types classification. Correlation : 0.6317

Figure 6 : Mean of PM10 and AOT 400 for each of the five weather types
The “westerly-wind” weather types (2 and 3) have the lowest PM10
mean contents while “easterly-wind” weather types have moderate
(weather types 1 and 4) and the highest values (weather type 5) due to
dust transport from inland. However the relationship is reversed for AOT.
The highest values occur for “westerly-wind” weather types 2 and 3 that
could be due to ocean spray. On the other hand when the winds come
from the north-east, higher PM10 measured at the ground are not
associated with higher AOT values.

Perspectives : Several perspectives are scheduled. (i) The comparison with
a similar analysis carried out on the two inland stations of the Sahelian
Dust Transect (see PosterPo8B5 of Yahi et al.) in order to get a more
regional diagnostic; (ii) To use vertical profile information of aerosols
concentration from M’Bour Lidar and from regional simulations
(CHIMERE-dust model) to better understand the PM-AOT links; (iii) To
build similar transfer functions from satellite estimated index of optical
thickness.

